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ReseaRch RepoRts
clinical

IntRoductIon

chronic periodontitis (CP) is a common multifactorial oral disease entail-
ing a dysbiotic oral microbial shift and a deregulated host inflammatory 

response that contribute to progressive periodontal tissue destruction (Berezow 
and Darveau, 2011; Hajishengallis, 2014). Its clinical manifestations include 
gingival pocket formation and clinical attachment loss, and it is considered 
a major cause of tooth loss among most adult populations. According to 
the most recent epidemiologic data, during 2009-2010 approximately 47%  
of adults aged 30 years and older in the United States had CP, with 30%  
having moderate and 8.5% severe periodontitis (Thornton-Evans et al., 2013). 
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abstRact
Recent genome-wide association studies (GWAS) of chronic periodontitis 
(CP) offer rich data sources for the investigation of candidate genes, func-
tional elements, and pathways. We used GWAS data of CP (n = 4,504) and 
periodontal pathogen colonization (n = 1,020) from a cohort of adult 
Americans of European descent participating in the Atherosclerosis Risk in 
Communities study and employed a MAGENTA approach (i.e., meta-analysis 
gene set enrichment of variant associations) to obtain gene-centric and gene 
set association results corrected for gene size, number of single-nucleotide 
polymorphisms, and local linkage disequilibrium characteristics based on the 
human genome build 18 (National Center for Biotechnology Information 
build 36). We used the Gene Ontology, Ingenuity, KEGG, Panther, Reactome, 
and Biocarta databases for gene set enrichment analyses. Six genes showed 
evidence of statistically significant association: 4 with severe CP (NIN, p = 
1.6 × 10–7; ABHD12B, p = 3.6 × 10–7; WHAMM, p = 1.7 × 10–6; AP3B2, p = 
2.2 × 10–6) and 2 with high periodontal pathogen colonization (red complex–
KCNK1, p = 3.4 × 10–7; Porphyromonas gingivalis–DAB2IP, p = 1.0 × 10–6). 
Top-ranked genes for moderate CP were HGD (p = 1.4 × 10–5), ZNF675 (p = 
1.5 × 10–5), TNFRSF10C (p = 2.0 × 10–5), and EMR1 (p = 2.0 × 10–5). Loci 
containing NIN, EMR1, KCNK1, and DAB2IP had showed suggestive evi-
dence of association in the earlier single-nucleotide polymorphism–based 
analyses, whereas WHAMM and AP2B2 emerged as novel candidates. The top 
gene sets included severe CP (“endoplasmic reticulum membrane,” “cyto-
chrome P450,” “microsome,” and “oxidation reduction”) and moderate CP 
(“regulation of gene expression,” “zinc ion binding,” “BMP signaling path-
way,” and “ruffle”). Gene-centric analyses offer a promising avenue for effi-
cient interrogation of large-scale GWAS data. These results highlight genes in 
previously identified loci and new candidate genes and pathways possibly 
associated with CP, which will need to be validated via replication and 
mechanistic studies.

KeY WoRds: periodontal disease, genetics, 
genomics, bacteria, inflammation, pathway analysis.
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Behavioral, lifestyle, and systemic risk factors for CP have 
been well studied and include, among others, smoking, diabe-
tes, obesity, osteoporosis, and vitamin D deficiency (Genco and 
Borgnakke, 2013).

The investigation of genetic factors in CP has been based on 
early twin and family studies (Michalowicz et al., 1991), candi-
date gene studies (Laine et al., 2012), and, most recently, 
genome-wide association studies (GWAS; Schaefer et al., 2010; 
Divaris et al., 2013; Teumer et al., 2013). This body of literature 
has substantiated the genetic underpinning of CP, with heritabil-
ity estimates ranging from 0.38 for clinical attachment loss 
among monozygotic twins reared apart (Michalowicz et al., 
1991) to 0.07 and 0.13 for moderate and severe CP variance 
explained by GWAS single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs; 
Divaris et al., 2013). Two additional GWAS examined peri-
odontal disease-related traits, including increased periodontal 
probing depth (Shaffer et al., 2014) and high periodontal patho-
gen colonization (Divaris et al., 2012).

Due to their agnostic nature and broad genomic coverage, the 
latest GWAS have offered novel insights into possible genetic 
influences and regulators of CP, including several promising 
candidate loci and genes. However, to the best of our knowl-
edge, no genome-wide statistically significant loci have been 
reported to date for CP or related traits. Challenges common to 
all GWAS include typically low power to detect small genetic 
effects, a likely small representation of truly causal or rare vari-
ants, and the nonconsideration of prior biological or mechanistic 
information (McCarthy et al., 2008). The lack of conclusive 
GWAS findings for CP can additionally be attributed to rela-
tively small to moderate sample sizes and the inability of cur-
rently applied phenotypic case definitions to fully capture 
disease expression patterns (Divaris et al., 2013; Vaithilingam  
et al., 2014). Moreover, no GWAS of CP to date have included 
a formal analytical consideration of SNP genomic context and 
linkage disequilibrium (LD) structure. The implications of the 
latter can be significant, as gene size, the number of SNPs avail-
able per gene, and the local LD structure have been shown to 
function as confounders of reported association results (Segrè  
et al., 2010). Accordingly, the purpose of this study was to 
improve on previous GWAS by conducting a gene-centric and 
gene set reanalysis of 2 recently conducted GWAS, for CP and 
periodontal pathogen colonization. The motivation for consider-
ing 2 GWAS traits in this report—the clinically determined 
disease classification and high levels of periodontal pathogen 
colonization—was to capture a wider spectrum of periodontal 
disease expression compared to clinical disease alone.

MateRIals & Methods

studies and participants

We used data from 2 previously reported GWAS conducted 
among European American participants of the Atherosclerosis 
Risk in Communities (ARIC) study (ARIC Investigators, 1989), 
examining CP (n = 4,504; Divaris et al., 2013) and periodontal 
pathogen colonization (n = 1,020; Divaris et al., 2012). The 
ARIC study is a prospective cohort investigation of atheroscle-
rosis, cardiovascular disease risk factors, and outcomes, and it 
initially enrolled 15,792 community-based adults in 4 U.S. com-

munities in 1987 to 1989. As part of the Dental ARIC ancillary 
study (Beck et al., 2001), a subset of approximately 6,000 par-
ticipants underwent comprehensive oral-dental examinations 
between 1996 and 1998. These examinations recorded the 
number of missing teeth, probing depth, attachment loss, and 
bleeding upon probing measurements at 6 sites per tooth, 
including third molars, and it collected gingival crevicular fluid 
and subgingival microbial plaque samples. The study’s 5 clini-
cal examiners were trained and calibrated against a gold stan-
dard, with corresponding kappas indicating excellent to 
outstanding level of agreement (Beck et al., 2001). At the time 
of the examination, Dental ARIC participants had a mean age of 
62 years (range, 53-74) and a balanced sex distribution. Twelve 
percent were current smokers, and 11% had diabetes mellitus 
(Table 1).

Genome-wide association data

Genotyping, imputation, quality control, and GWAS analysis 
steps have been described in previous reports (Divaris et al., 
2012; Divaris et al., 2013). Genotyping in ARIC was carried out 
with the Affymetrix Genome-wide Human SNP Array 6.0 chip, 
and imputation to 2.5 million markers for the European American 
sample was based on the HapMap II–CEU panel build 36. SNP 
exclusion criteria were missing data rate >10%, minor allele 
frequency <5%, and imputation quality score <0.8. Adjustment 
for population stratification was based on 10 ancestry principal 
components generated with the EIGENSTRAT program. 
Analyses were conducted with ProbABEL and a conventional  
p < 5 × 10–8 genome-wide significance threshold.

The primary traits examined in the GWAS of CP were severe 
disease vs. mild/healthy and moderate disease vs. mild/healthy, 
based on case definition criteria per the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention and the American Academy of 
Periodontology (Page and Eke, 2007). These periodontal diag-
noses in the analytical sample were as follows: severe, 17%; 
moderate, 43%; and mild/healthy, 40%. Analyses were based on 
logistic regression models assuming log-additive genetic effects, 
adjusting for examination center, age, sex, and 10 ancestry prin-
cipal components.

The traits examined in the GWAS of periodontal pathogen 
colonization were “high” colonization with bacteria of the red 
complex, orange complex, Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcom-
itans (Aa), and Porphyromonas gingivalis (Pg). High coloniza-
tion was defined as being in the top quintile of semiquantitative 
traits derived via “checkerboard” DNA-DNA hybridization 
method (Socransky et al., 1994). As in the GWAS of CP, analy-
ses were based on logistic regression models assuming multipli-
cative genetic effects, adjusting for examination center, age, sex, 
and 10 ancestry principal components.

analytical approach

Gene-centric association testing

We used GWAS results sets, including SNP identifiers (refer-
ence SNP ID), genomic position (base pair based on the human 
genome build 36), and GWAS-derived p values for the 6 afore-
mentioned traits (severe CP, moderate CP, and high colonization 
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for red complex, orange complex, Aa, and Pg). We employed a 
MAGENTA approach (i.e., meta-analysis gene set enrichment 
of variant associations; Segrè et al., 2010) to obtain gene-centric 
association results, corrected for gene size, number of SNPs in 
region, and local LD characteristics. On the basis of evidence 
derived from simulation and real-data applications (Segrè et al., 
2010), we initially defined gene regions that extended from 110 
Kb upstream to 40 Kb downstream of each gene’s most extreme 
exon boundaries. To examine the influence of these “gene 
region” definition criteria on our results, we repeated the 
MAGENTA process using 2 additional gene region boundary 
definitions: ±50 Kb and ±300 Kb, flanking each gene’s most 
extreme exon boundary.

A multiple testing–corrected gene-centric p value threshold 
for testing 18,307 genes was calculated as 2.7 × 10–6. We used 
LocusZoom 1.1 (Pruim et al., 2010) to visualize the genes and 
loci of interest. We additionally examined genes that were previ-
ously implicated in CP (Laine et al., 2012) or were prioritized 
via bioinformatics tools (Zhan et al., 2014). A comprehensive 
list of all genes’ association results was also generated and has 
been made available at the http://genomewide.net online reposi-
tory with links provided in the results section. Reporting of 

genes was based on HUGO Gene Nomenclature (http://www 
.genenames.org).

Gene set and pathway enrichment testing

The gene-centric association results were carried forward into 
gene set and pathway enrichment analyses (i.e., gene set enrich-
ment analysis [GSEA]), based on a library containing Gene 
Ontology, Ingenuity, KEGG, Panther, Reactome, and Biocarta 
gene sets and pathways. A detailed presentation of these data-
bases is presented in the Appendix. For this step, we excluded 
genes falling into the 3.4-Mb human leucocyte antigen region of 
chromosome 6 due to their high LD structure, resulting in 3,225 
gene sets. As in recent studies employing MAGENTA-based 
GSEA (Bønnelykke et al., 2013), corrected gene-centric p val-
ues were ranked in ascending order, and the number of genes in 
each set or pathway above a predefined significance threshold 
was calculated. Because CP- and periodontitis-related traits are 
considered polygenic traits, we used a 75th percentile cutoff per 
the developer’s recommendations; this cutoff provided the opti-
mal power to detect weak genetic associations in analyses 
reported by Segrè et al. (2010). To generate a GSEA p value for 
each gene set or pathway, the number of observed genes above 

table 1. Genome-wide Association Studies of Chronic Periodontitis and Periodontal Pathogen Colonization

Periodontitis Classificationb

Genome-wide Association Studies Totala Healthy-Mild Moderate Severe

Chronic periodontitisc  
 Entire sample 4,504 (100) 1,823 (40) 1,920 (43) 761 (17)
 Sex  
  Females 2,362 (52) 1,173 (50) 923 (39) 266 (11)
  Males 2,142 (48) 650 (30) 997 (47) 495 (23)
 Smoking status  
  Never smoker 2,048 (47) 1,025 (50) 800 (39) 223 (11)
  Former smoker 1,840 (42) 626 (34) 853 (46) 361 (20)
  Current smoker 514 (12) 143 (28) 216 (42) 155 (30)
 Diabetes status  
  No 3,984 (89) 1,670 (42) 1,665 (42) 649 (16)
  Yes 514 (11) 151 (29) 252 (49) 111 (22)
Periodontal pathogen colonizationd  
 Entire sample 1,020 (100) 416 (41) 415 (41) 189 (19)
 Sex  
  Females 478 (47) 246 (59) 178 (43) 54 (29)
  Males 542 (53) 170 (41) 235 (57) 135 (71)
 Smoking status  
  Never smoker 410 (41) 204 (50) 151 (37) 55 (30)
  Former smoker 468 (47) 166 (40) 211 (52) 91 (50)
  Current smoker 121 (12) 42 (10) 42 (10) 37 (20)
 Diabetes status  
  No 875 (86) 379 (91) 353 (85) 143 (76)
  Yes 144 (14) 37 (9) 62 (15) 45 (24)

Distribution of periodontal diagnoses (per Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the American Academy of Periodontology disease 
classification), sex, smoking, and diabetes status among the European American participants of the Dental Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities 
study included in the genome-wide association studies of chronic periodontitis (and periodontal pathogen colonization [B]).

aValues in No. (%) per column.
bValues in No. (%) per row.
cn = 4,504 (Divaris et al., 2013).
dn = 1,020 (Divaris et al., 2012).
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the 75th threshold was compared with that generated from 
10,000 randomly generated gene sets of identical size. Gene sets 
and pathways below the multiple testing–corrected p value cri-
terion of 0.05/3,225 gene sets (1.6 × 10–5) were deemed statisti-
cally significant. We additionally conducted and report (at the 
http://genomewide.net repository) GSEA results using the 2 
alternative gene boundary definitions (flanking ±50- and ±300-
Kb regions), as well as p values calculated at the 95th percentile 
threshold.

Results

single Marker–based GWas Findings

No genome-wide significant association signals were detected 
in the previously reported single marker–based GWAS of CP; 
however, 6 loci showed suggestive evidence of association (p < 
5 × 10–6), including NIN, NPY, WNT5A for severe CP and NCR2, 
EMR1, 10p15 for moderate CP (Divaris et al., 2013). NPY, 
EMR1, and NCR2 had concordant effect size and direction in an 
independent sample of 656 adult European American partici-
pants of the Health, Aging, and Body Composition Study 
(Weyant et al., 2004), which were included in a joint meta-
analysis. The full results of the discovery GWAS of CP among 
the European American Dental ARIC participants have been 
made publicly available at http://genomewide.net/public/aric/
dental/periodontitis/CDC/cdc/2vs0_full.txt and http://genome 
wide.net/public/aric/dental/periodontitis/CDC/cdc1vs0_full.txt, 
respectively. Similarly, no genome-wide significant association 
signals emerged in the discovery GWAS analyses of periodontal 
pathogen colonization (Divaris et al., 2012). However, 16 loci 
provided suggestive (P < 5 × 10–6) evidence of association, 
including KCNK1, FBXO38, UHRF2, IL33, RUNX2, TRPS1, 
CAMTA1/VAMP3, OTOF, and DAB2IP. The list of association 
results for the top 10,000 SNPs for each trait has also been made 
publicly available at http://genomewide.net/public/aric/dental/
infectogenomics/topSNPs.xls.

Gene-centric association analysis Results

Of 18,307 genes tested, 6 showed genome-wide statistically 
significant evidence of association with our dental pheno-
types—4 with severe CP, 1 for red complex high colonization, 
and 1 for Pg high colonization (Table 2):

Severe CP: NIN (p = 1.6 × 10–7), ABHD12B (p = 3.6 × 10–7), 
WHAMM (p = 1.7 × 10–6), AP3B2 (p = 2.2 × 10–6)

Red complex: KCNK1 (p = 3.4 × 10–7)
Pg: DAB2IP (p = 1.0 × 10–6)

Among the 6 significant genes, 2 pairs were adjacent. The 4 loci 
including these genes are presented in Figure 1. Additional top-
ranked genes (p < 10–4) for moderate CP were HGD (p = 1.4 × 
10–5), ZNF675 (p = 1.5 × 10–5), TNFRSF10C (p = 2.0 × 10–5), 
and EMR1 (p = 2.0 × 10–5). With the exception of VDR (severe CP: 
p = 0.09, moderate CP: p = 0.03), no other previously reported 
candidate-study genes showed any evidence of association. 

Three genes that were prioritized in the Zhan et al. (2014) report 
showed nominal evidence of association with severe CP: 
TNFSF14 (p = 3.1 × 10–2), GADD45B (p = 4.6 × 10–2), and VAV1 
(p = 4.1 × 10–2). Noteworthy, VAV1 had been prioritized by the 
parent single-marker GWAS for its association with moderate 
CP, and its gene-centric association in the present analysis had a 
p value of 4.4 × 10–5.

Little variation in the patterns of association of genome-wide 
significant genes was noted upon examination of alternative 
gene boundary definitions: NIN/ABHD12B, KCNK1, and 
DAB2IP remained genome-wide significantly associated with 
disease and bacterial traits, whereas WHAMM (WHDC1)/AP3B2 
remained strongly associated severe CP (p <10–5) in ±300-Kb 
gene boundary analyses. Additional genes in the already high-
lighted loci emerged with the use of the 300-Kb flanking gene 
region definition. The full list of gene-centric association results 
are available at http://genomewide.net/public/aric/dental/gene-
centric/CP_Bact_Genes.xls, whereas the additional exploratory 
analysis results are presented at http://genomewide.net/public/aric/
dental/gene-centric/CP_Bact_Genes_50Kb.xls (±50-Kb gene region 
definition) and http://genomewide.net/public/aric/dental/gene-
centric/CP_Bact_Genes_300Kb.xls (±300-Kb gene region defi-
nition).

Gene set and pathway enrichment analysis Results

None of the 3,225 gene sets tested met statistical significance 
criteria after correction for multiple testing (Table 3). 
“Endoplasmic reticulum membrane” was the gene set with the 
lowest GSEA p value (2.2 × 10–5) for the severe CP trait. Other 
high-ranked sets were “cytochrome P450” (p = 6.3 × 10–5) for 
severe CP and “regulation of gene expression” for moderate CP. 
With regard to periodontal pathogen colonization “circadian 
clock system” was the top gene set for red complex, “G alpha Z 
signaling events” for orange complex, “KEGG mismatch repair” 
for Aa, and “protein binding” for Pg. Of the 6 genome-wide sig-
nificant genes, 4 were members of prioritized gene sets (Table 3): 
NIN and AP3B2 are members of “protein binding” (red complex); 
WHAMM and AP3B2 are members of “Golgi apparatus” (Pg); 
and DAB2IP is a member of “intracellular” (Pg).

The pathway rankings were substantially altered when we 
carried forward to GSEA results derived from ±50- and ±300-
Kb gene-centric association analyses. The large protein binding 
gene set (>1,000 members) that was the top one in the main 
analyses for Pg colonization was significantly enriched (p = 9.9 
× 10–6) when we utilized the ±300-Kb gene region definition. 
Other associations, including “microsome” and “oxidation 
reduction” (severe CP) and BMP signaling pathway (moderate 
CP), remained relatively robust to alternative gene boundary 
definitions. The full list of GSEA results is available at http://
genomewide.net/public/aric/dental/gene-centric/CP_Bact_
GeneSets.xls, whereas the additional results based on ±50- and 
±300-Kb gene region definitions are presented at http://genome-
wide .ne t /publ ic /a r ic /denta l /gene-cent r ic /CP_Bact_
GeneSets_50Kb.xls and http://genomewide.net/public/aric/
dental/gene-centric/CP_Bact_GeneSet_300Kb.xls, respectively.

http://genomewide.net/public/aric/dental/periodontitis/CDC/cdc/2vs0_full.txt
http://genomewide.net/public/aric/dental/infectogenomics/topSNPs.xls
http://genomewide.net/public/aric/dental/gene-centric/CP_Bact_Genes_50Kb.xls
http://genomewide.net/public/aric/dental/gene-centric/CP_Bact_GeneSets.xls
http://genomewide.net/public/aric/dental/gene-centric/CP_Bact_GeneSets_50Kb.xls
http://genomewide.net/public/aric/dental/gene-centric/CP_Bact_GeneSet_300Kb.xls
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dIscussIon

In this article, we present a gene-centric reanalysis of 2 recently 
conducted single marker–based GWAS and offer novel insights 
into candidate genes, possible gene sets, and pathways underly-
ing CP. Our results highlight 4 previously implicated genes, as 
well as additional candidates and pathways for consideration. Of 
note, 4 of 6 genome-wide significant genes and the lowest 
GSEA p values for gene sets were found for association with 
severe CP. This is unsurprising because genetic influences may 
be more pronounced and easier to detect for severe phenotypes, 
such as severe CP, which is also known to be more heritable than 
milder forms of the disease. Upon replication and mechanistic 

confirmation, these findings can enhance our understanding of 
the disease pathogenesis and aid in the development of new risk 
assessment and preventive and therapeutic modalities.

Several promising loci and candidate genes were identified 
or confirmed in the present analysis, as shown in Figure 2. Of 
those showing statistically significant evidence of association, 
NIN and ABHD12B (severe CP), KCNK1 (red complex) and 
DAB2IP (Pg) were in loci that had showed suggestive evidence 
of association in the previous single marker–based analyses 
(Divaris et al., 2013; Divaris et al., 2012); WHAMM and AP3B2 
emerged as novel associations. Although a formal discussion of 
these genes as novel candidates for periodontitis would require 
replication in independent cohorts, a brief presentation of their 

table 2. Top Genes for Periodontal Traits as Determined by Gene-centric Genome-wide Analyses

Rank Gene p Value Chromosome Gene Size, Kb SNPs in region

severe chronic periodontitis vs. mild/healthy

1 NIN 1.6 × 10–7 14 111 277
2 ABHD12B 3.6 × 10–7 14 33 210
3 WHAMM 1.7 × 10–6 15 26 117
4 AP3B2 2.2 × 10–6 15 51 121
5 CPEB1 3.4 × 10–6 15 105 132

Moderate chronic periodontitis vs. mild/healthy
1 HGD 1.4 × 10–5 3 54 56
2 ZNF675 1.5 × 10–5 19 34 35
3 TNFRSF10C 2.0 × 10–5 8 15 100
4 EMR1 2.0 × 10–5 19 53 232
5 TNFRSF10B 2.6 × 10–5 8 49 121

Red complex high colonization
1 KCNK1 3.4 × 10–7 1 58 243
2 UHRF2 4.0 × 10–6 9 94 210
3 FBXO38 4.8 × 10–6 5 59 164
4 ARGLU1 1.8 × 10–5 13 25 160
5 HTR4 2.0 × 10–5 5 203 307

orange complex high colonization
1 WDR59 5.0 × 10–6 16 112 230
2 FAM82A 1.8 × 10–5 2 117 341
3 C9orf3 2.4 × 10–5 9 360 454
4 CYP1B1 2.6 × 10–5 2 9 241
5 EXOSC5 2.8 × 10–5 19 11 100

Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans high colonization
1 JDP2 5.5 × 10–6 14 38 214
2 AAMP 1.3 × 10–5 2 6 65
3 VIL1 1.4 × 10–5 2 30 75
4 CTDSP1 1.6 × 10–5 2 6 62
5 C2orf62 1.7 × 10–5 2 11 68

Porphyromonas gingivalis high colonization
1 DAB2IP 1.0 × 10–6 9 218 304
2 CIB4 7.3 × 10–6 2 60 148
3 OTOF 9.3 × 10–6 2 101 252
4 LOC339778 1.1 × 10–5 2 17 207
5 ANGEL2 1.5 × 10–5 1 24 68

Periodontal traits: severe and moderate periodontitis and high colonization (top quintile) with bacteria of the red complex, orange complex, Aa, 
and Pg. Corrected for gene size, single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in region, and local disequilibrium structure. Based on European 
American participants of the Dental Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities study. Genome-wide statistical significance treshold for testing of 
18,307 genes (NCBI36/hg18) = 2.7 × 10–6 (genes meeting this criterion in bold).
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putative biological relevance can be informative. NIN encodes a 
centrosomal microtubule organization and anchoring protein 
and was recently implicated in breast cancer risk in a case-con-
trol study of invasive breast cancer (Olson et al., 2011). 
Importantly, the centrosome is known to play a pivotal role in 
the polarization and lytic granule delivery potential of cytotoxic 
T lymphocytes (Jenkins et al., 2009), providing a possible link 
with pathogenesis of CP. Although the function of ABHD12B 
remains to be elucidated, this gene was involved in 1 of 4  

significant gene-gene interactions reported as associated with 
longitudinal changes in ventricle size in the Alzheimer’s Disease 
Neuroimaging Initiative cohort (Koran et al., 2014). WHAMM 
functions at the interface of the microtubule and actin cytoskel-
etons and thus appears to be important for the regulation of the 
cell membrane tabulation (Campellone et al., 2008). AP3B2 
encodes a subunit of the adaptor protein 3 complex, which appears 
to have neuron-specific functions, including neurotransmitter 
release via involvement in the formation of neurosecretory 

Figure 1. Visualization of the 4 loci that contained genome-wide significant genes, as determined by genome-wide gene-centric analyses of 
chronic periodontitis and periodontal pathogen colonization, among the European American participants of the Dental Atherosclerosis Risk in 
Communities Study cohort (n = 4,504). Four identified genes (NIN, ABHD12B, WHAMM, AP3B2) showed genome-wide evidence of association 
with severe chronic periodontitis, KCNK1 with red complex high colonization, and DAB2IP with Pg high colonization. The vertical axis corresponds 
to each marker’s associated –log10 p value. The overlaid recombination rate plot and the pairwise linkage disequilibrium values with index single-
nucleotide polymorphisms were calculated per HapMap II–CEU.
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vesicles (Grabner et al., 2006). Finally, ERM1 is involved in the 
host immune response and has recently been recognized as a 
highly specific marker for eosinophils in humans (Hamann  
et al., 2007).

Gene set and pathway analyses provided an additional layer 
of information on possible pathways and processes involved in 
periodontal health and disease. While no gene set displayed 
genome-wide significant associations with the examined peri-
odontal traits, several high-ranked associations merit being 
highlighted. The finding of “endoplasmic reticulum membrane” 
as the top gene set associated with severe periodontitis parallels 
recent emerging data on the importance of endoplasmic reticu-
lum stress in periodontitis (Domon et al., 2009; Lee et al., 

2012). “Circadian clock rhythm” was the top enriched pathway 
for high colonization with red complex pathogens and has 
gained recent attention in oral health research (Papagerakis  
et al., 2014). Interestingly, Keller et al. (2009) recently reported 
that on the molecular level, >8% of the macrophage transcrip-
tome oscillates in a circadian fashion, including many important 
regulators for pathogen recognition and cytokine secretion. 
Moreover, experimental evidence (Barros et al., 2010) supports 
the possible association of BMP signaling with periodontal dis-
ease traits that we identified in this report (moderate CP and 
orange complex colonization).

Our genome-wide gene-centric analysis approach has some 
limitations. Most important, it relies on important assumptions 

table 3. Top Gene Sets and Pathways for Severe and Moderate Periodontitis as Determined by Gene Set Enrichment Analysis

> 75th Percentile

Rank DB Gene Set Size (No. of Genes) Expected Observed p Value

severe cp vs. mild/healthy
1 GO Endoplasmic reticulum membrane 531 118 156 2.2 × 10–5

2 GO Cytochrome P450 arranged by substrate type 49 11 23 6.3 × 10–5

3 GO Microsome 232 51 75 2.0 × 10–4

4 GO Oxidation reduction 537 116 148 2.8 × 10–4

5 GO Phase 1 functionalization of compounds 67 14 26 3.0 × 10–4

 Moderate cp vs. mild/healthy
1 GO Regulation of gene expression 34 8 19 1.0 × 10–4

2 RE Zinc ion binding 1,988 377 422 5.0 × 10–4

3 GO BMP signaling pathway 42 10 19 1.0 × 10–3

4 GO Ruffle 54 13 23 1.1 × 10–3

5 RE Stem cell maintenance 11 3 8 1.1 × 10–3

 Red complex high colonization
1 PA Circadian clock system 9 2 8 1.0 × 10–4

2 RE Signaling by NGF 215 50 70 6.0 × 10–4

3 GO Protein binding 6,648 1,179 1,194 7.0 × 10–4

4 GO B cell differentiation 34 8 17 1.3 × 10–3

5 PM Gap junction 19 4 9 1.3 × 10–3

 orange complex high colonization
1 RE G alpha Z signaling events 14 4 10 1.0 × 10–4

2 PB Protein ADP ribosylation 10 3 8 2.0 × 10–4

3 GO Female pregnancy 66 16 27 6.0 × 10–4

4 RE Adenylate cyclase activating pathway 11 3 8 8.0 × 10–4

5 GO Endoplasmic reticulum membrane 531 118 148 9.0 × 10–4

 Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans high colonization
1 KE KEGG mismatch repair 23 6 14 1.0 × 10–4

2 PB Extracellular matrix protein-mediated signaling 62 15 26 9.0 × 10–4

3 GO Synapse 246 56 75 1.1 × 10–3

4 GO Intra-Golgi vesicle-mediated transport 16 4 10 1.3 × 10–3

5 GO Mismatched DNA binding 15 3 8 1.3 × 10–3

 Porphyromonas gingivalis high colonization
1 GO Protein binding 6,648 1,172 1,188 1.0 × 10–4

2 GO Filopodium 25 6 14 4.0 × 10–4

3 GO Golgi apparatus 809 182 214 9.0 × 10–4

4 BC CARM ER pathway 35 8 16 1.3 × 10–3

5 GO Intracellular 1,911 356 392 1.4 × 10–3

BC, Biocarta; GO, Gene Ontology; KE, KEGG; PA, Panther; PB, Panther-Biological Process; RE, Reactome.
Per the 75th percentile cutoff among the 4,504 European American participants of the Dental Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities study (Divaris 

et al., 2013), based on NCBI36/hg18. Genome-wide statistical significance treshold for testing of 3,225 gene sets was 1.6 × 10–5. 
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relative to gene mapping, boundaries, and regions upon which 
SNPs-based signals are clustered on the basis of the NCBI36 
human genome build. For our main analyses, we considered a 
100-Kb upstream/40-Kb downstream gene boundary definition, 
which has been shown as the most efficient and has been 
employed in recent genome-wide gene-centric investigations. Our 
top gene-centric association findings were relatively robust to 
changes in this specification; however, it is likely that regions of 
varying length are functionally important for different genes (Qu 
and Fang, 2013). The fact that gene set and pathway enrichment 
analysis results were largely negative and showed substantial 
variation depending on gene boundary definitions warrants fur-
ther investigation. It is likely that a more efficient and less multi-
ple testing–penalized GSEA approach may involve testing a 
smaller number of gene sets compared to all available gene sets 
and pathways available to date that we examined in this study.

In this report, we demonstrate the potential utility of gene-
centric analyses in the context of GWAS. We adjusted SNP-
based association results for genomic context, SNP density, and 
LD structure to enable gene-based inferences. This step reduces 
the multiple-testing burden that is inherent in GWAS, and it 
facilitates downstream gene set and pathway analyses, as well as 
across-cohort and transethnic gene-based meta-analyses. 
Nevertheless, our study is limited by the fact that it is based on 
a single cohort and no replication is available. However, to 

enable future replication studies, as more GWAS of periodontal 
traits are undertaken, we have made publicly available our full 
results of gene-centric association and GSEA and thus provide a 
rich data source for hypothesis generation, replication, and 
mechanistic studies. The nonoverlap with previous GWAS loci 
reviewed by Vaithilingam et al. (2014) is likely due to the dif-
ferent disease traits employed in these GWAS (e.g., aggressive 
periodontitis by Schaefer et al., 2010).

Although a recent development in dental research, GWAS 
have advanced our understanding of genetic contributions to the 
risk and pathophysiology of CP by highlighting suggestive 
genetic loci that may be implicated in periodontitis. Additional 
studies based on large population samples and high-quality phe-
notypes are warranted to add to the knowledge base created by 
the initial GWAS of CP. Pooling of existing data and studying 
biologically refined and incident (vs. prevalent) periodontal 
outcomes may offer additional insights. Gene-centric analyses, 
as demonstrated in this study, offer a promising avenue for effi-
cient interrogation of such large-scale GWAS data and may aid 
in the discovery of additional genetic associations, above and 
beyond those highlighted by single marker–based discovery 
GWAS.
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